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Note 1: Please read
Instructions CAREFULLY
before assembly.

Note 2: Retain this manual
for future reference.

Note 3: IF ANY, additional
pieces such as Kit/Bracket
check further instructions

Note 4: SOME PARTS COME
WITH PRE-INSTALLED,
OPEN-LOOSEN-TIGHTEND
FOR FINAL ASSEMBLY

Note 5: If you have any
questions or concerns you
may contact our customer
service department.

info@roofrackrail.com

+1 470-970-0596
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Statically:
450kg 

Dynamically:
90kg 
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If it is assembled skip to Step 9
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Kindly ensure the areas where the crossbar will
be placed are clean

Please gently unfasten the cap in order to
proceed with the installation process
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I. Do NOT completely tighten bolts
II. Check alignment of the bars properly

Secure these bolts, leaving
room for additional

tightening instructions

I. Confirm that the rubber band on the foot  is properly
positioned.

II. Begin fastening the bolts individually on each side, snugly
tightening them in preparation for the upcoming
instructions (but not fully).

III. Take, for instance, if you've tightened one side three
times, please ensure to apply the same – three times – to
the opposite side. This balance is crucial to prevent one
side from potentially rising unevenly.

IV. Please ensure that both sides are aligned equally. This
helps maintain proper balance and stability, making the
product safer and more reliable.

Rubber Band 
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I. Make sure the bolt is straight, matching the example
provided in the image above, and not in any other

arrangement.

II. Begin fastening the bolts individually on each side, snugly
tightening them in preparation for the upcoming
instructions (but not fully).

II. Proceed to fasten the bolts individually on each side,
fully tightening them.

I. Ensure proper alignment of the racks with equal spacing
between them.
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III. Take, for instance, if you've tightened one side three times, please
ensure to apply the same – three times – to the opposite side. This
balance is crucial to prevent one side from potentially rising
unevenly.
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1)Place rubber stripe
on top of crossbar; trim
any excess if necessary.
2)Place rubber stripe
on bottom of crossbar;
trim any excess if
necessary.
3) Ensure that there is
no space left when
trimming the excess
rubber strip.
4) Tighten completely
to secure.

I. Attach a cap to each
end of the crossbar.
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5) Tighten completely
to secure.






